Female Voices — March 11, 2021
Books for Children
Baby
Feminists
Too

Before Amelia Earhart, Mia Hamm, and Nelson Mandela additional feminists were
famous, they were…babies!

by L Babbott-Kline
Dream Big
“Every big dream begins with a dreamer. What dreams will you dream? Encourage little
by
ones to dream big in this celebration of all the ways you can dream, achieve, and
J Wang
succeed! An inspiring homage to fifteen female trailblazers who dared to dream big!"
Reaching for
the Moon
by K
Johnson

Katherine Johnson (1918-2020) was a former NASA mathematician whose work was
critical to the success of many of their initiatives, including the Apollo program and the
start of the Space Shuttle program. Throughout her long career she received numerous
awards, including the nation's highest civilian award, the Presidential Medal of Freedom,
from President Barack Obama.

Strange Birds
by C Perez

Three girls find a mysterious invite to the lavish DiSanti mansion that promises
adventure and mischief. It's an opportunity too intriguing to pass up, even for these very
different girls.

What Do You
Do with a
Voice Like
That?
by C. Barton

Texas Congresswoman Jordan had a big, bold, confident voice--and she knew how to use
it! "New York Times"-bestselling Chris Barton and Caldecott Honoree Holmes deliver a
remarkable picture book biography of the lawyer, educator, politician, and civil rights
leader.

Books for Teens/Adults
The Book of
Gutsy
Women by
H R & C Clinton
Girls
Resist!
by K Rich

The author and her daughter share the stories of the gutsy women who have inspired them-women with the courage to stand up to the status quo, ask hard questions, and get the job
done.

The Moment
of Lift: How
Empowering
Women
Changes the World
by M Gates
Shout

Melinda's unforgettable narrative is backed by startling data as she presents the issues that
most need our attention--from child marriage to lack of access to contraceptives to gender
inequity in the workplace. And, for the first time, she writes about her personal life and the
road to equality in her own marriage. Throughout, she shows how there has never been
more opportunity to change the world--and ourselves

An activism handbook for teen girls ready to fight for change, social justice, and equality.
Veteran feminist organizer Rich shares tons of expertise along with interviews with fellow
teen girl activists.

In free verse, Anderson shares reflections, rants, and calls to action woven between deeply
personal stories from her life that she's never written about before. Described as
"powerful," "captivating," and "essential" in the nine starred reviews it's received, this
must-read memoir is being hailed as one of 2019's best books for teens and adults.

by L H Anderson
The Truth
Will Set
You Free
by G Steinem

Collection of Steinem's lifetime of quotes- powerful and wise, funny and outrageousbeautifully illustrated, and with a new introduction and essays by the feminist writer and
activist herself.

Hispanic American Voices — March 25, 2021
Books for Children
Drum Dream
Girl

Inspired by the childhood of Millo Castro Zaldarriaga, a Chinese-African-Cuban girl
who broke Cuba's traditional taboo against female drummers, Drum Dream Girl tells
an inspiring true story for dreamers everywhere.

by M D’Langue
The Epic Fail of
Arturo Zamora
by P Cartaya

Funny and poignant, The Epic Fail of Arturo Zamora is the vibrant story of a family, a
striking portrait of a town, and one boy's quest to save both, perfect for fans of Rita
Williams-Garcia.

La Llorona
by
P Rodriguez

La Llorona is a ghost, very prominent in the folklore of Latin America, who searches
for her missing children, and brings misfortune to others. But this book is far from
spooky. Count piedras in the river, eyes of owls, and red doors where La Llorona may
be hiding.

Rudas:Niño’s
Horrendous
Sisters
by Y Morales

No opponent is too big a challenge for the cunning skills of Las Hermanitas, Lucha
Queens! Their Poopy Bomb Blowout will knock em' down! Their Tag-Team Teething
will gnaw opponents down to a pulp! Their Pampered Plunder Diversion will fell even
the most determined competitor!

Us, in Progress
by L Delacre

Turn the pages to experience life through the eyes of these boys and girls whose
families originally hail from many different countries; see their hardships, celebrate
their victories, and come away with a better understanding of what it means to be
Latino in the U.S. today.

Books for Teens/Adults
Once I Was
You: A Memoir
of Love and
Hate in a Torn America

Emmy Award-winning NPR journalist Maria Hinojosa shares her personal story
interwoven with American immigration policy's coming-of-age journey at a time when
our country's branding went from "The Land of the Free" to "the land of invasion."

by M Hinojosa
The House on
Mango Street
by S Cisneros
My Beloved
World

by S Sotomayor
Open Veins of
Latin America:
Five Centuries of
the Pillage of a
Continent
by E Galeano
The Poet X
by E Acevedo

Sometimes heartbreaking, sometimes deeply joyous, The House on Mango Street tells
the story of Esperanza Cordero, whose neighborhood is one of harsh realities and harsh
beauty. Esperanza doesn't want to belong--not to her rundown neighborhood, and not to
the low expectations the world has for her.
The first Hispanic and third woman appointed to the United States Supreme Court,
Sonia Sotomayor has become an instant American icon. Now, with a candor and
intimacy never undertaken by a sitting Justice, she recounts her life from a Bronx
housing project to the federal bench, a journey that offers an inspiring testament to her
own extraordinary determination and the power of believing in oneself.
Weaving fact and imagery into a rich tapestry, Galeano fuses scientific analysis with
the passions of a plundered and suffering people. An immense gathering of materials is
framed with a vigorous style that never falters in its command of themes. All readers
interested in great historical, economic, political, and social writing will find a singular
analytical achievement, and an overwhelming narrative that makes history speak,
unforgettably.
When Xiomara Batista, who pours all her frustrations and passion into poetry, is
invited to join the school slam poetry club, she struggles with her mother's expectations
and her need to be heard.

